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Over the course of the 
program, drive-alone  
mode share decreased  
7.7 percentage points  
in the target area.
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The 2016 SmartTrips  
Thurston Program reached 
3,015 households in 
Thurston, Oregon.
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SmartTrips Introduction

SmartTrips is a comprehensive program designed to reduce 

drive-alone trips and increase biking, walking, transit, and 

carpooling in a targeted geographic area. This program 

incorporates an innovative and highly effective individualized 

outreach methodology, which includes in-person deliveries 

of information packets to households that wish to learn more 

about transportation options in their community. Individuals 

can receive information specially tailored to their needs. 

The program features neighborhood-specific transportation 

information and activities designed to get people out where 

they live and work to discover how many trips they can easily 

and safely make without a car. The project team tracks success 

by evaluating qualitative and quantitative results from pre- and 

post-program surveys. 

“I got to know my neighborhood area and parks by walking 

through the neighborhoods. It was quite fun and helped with 

my overall health, active-wise.” –Tim
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SmartTrips History
SmartTrips is a locally, regionally, and nationally 

recognized individualized outreach and 

education program that promotes available 

transportation options to residents within 

a defined target area. The 2006 Eugene 

Residential Pilot TravelSmart, upon which 

SmartTrips Springfield is modeled, demonstrated 

more than a 9 percent reduction in vehicle miles 

traveled (VMT) and an 18 percent increase in the 

use of environmentally friendly modes. The City 

of Eugene received an Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) grant to provide SmartTrips to four 

Eugene neighborhoods during the summers of 

2010 and 2011. SmartTrips Springfield launched 

their first program in the Gateway area in 2012 

and have gone on to launch four more successful 

programs in Springfield.

SmartTrips programs are a core element 

of the Central Lane Metropolitan Planning 

Organization’s (MPO) long-term transportation 

options strategy. Unlike new infrastructure 

projects that rely on system growth or 

improvements, SmartTrips programs are 

designed to be a preservation strategy that 

works to maximize use of existing facilities 

and maximize mode shift away from single-

occupancy vehicles. To date, nine SmartTrips 

programs have influenced travel behavior 

throughout the Lane Metropolitan area, most 

recently in Springfield with the SmartTrips 

Thurston program. 

SmartTrips  
Thurston Overview
The 2016 SmartTrips Thurston program targeted 

residents along Main Street from 62th Street 

to 75th Street reaching 3,015 households in 

Springfield, Oregon. The program complemented 

efforts by the City of Springfield, in partnership 

with Oregon Department of Transportation 

(ODOT) and Lane Transit District (LTD), to improve 

the Main Street corridor. Analysis of the Thurston 

target area demonstrated that it has access to 

transit service, walking/bicycling infrastructure, 

and includes pedestrian-friendly neighborhood 

businesses, parks, schools, and community 

centers. The program aimed to promote bicycle 

and pedestrian safety along with all other 

transportation options available to the community 

through intensive outreach targeting households. 

Over the course of the SmartTrips Thurston 

program, the project team measured a 7.7 

percentage point reduction in drive-alone mode 

share. There were corresponding increases of 

2.3 percent in carpooling mode share, 1.7 percent 

in walking mode share, 1.6 percent in bus mode 

share, 1.2 percent in bicycling mode share, and 

0.9 percent in “other” mode share. This decrease 

in drive-alone mode share corresponded to 

an estimated reduction of more than 809,854 

vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and 657,750 pounds 

of carbon dioxide emissions in the targeted area 

per year.

“What a wonderful way to encourage the community to get out of the 

car and into alternative means of getting around. Thank you!” –Karen
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2016 SMARTTRIPS THURSTON TARGET AREA 

GOALS

The primary goals of the Thurston program 

reflect the SmartTrips regional objectives to:

• Reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and 

drive-alone mode share

• Reduce carbon emissions from driving trips

• Increase walking, biking, carpooling, and 

transit trips

• Increase community health and safety

• Increase the awareness of travel options

• Establish new long-term sustainable travel 

behaviors

PROGRAM CO-BENEFITS

• Fewer cars on neighborhood streets

• Higher levels of physical activity and lower 

healthcare costs

• Higher level of awareness and acceptance of 

transportation options

• Awareness and utilization of resources from 

Point2point, LTD, City of Springfield and other 

community organizations

• Reduction in family transportation costs by 

decreased reliance on automobiles 

• Increased community interaction and 

neighborhood pride

• Increased ridership on transit

• Improved air quality
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Program Elements

The SmartTrips Thurston Street program invited 

residents to order a customized travel kit 

containing local transportation information such 

as neighborhood maps with biking, walking, and 

transit routes and brochures. In addition to the 

customized information, the program hosted 

numerous community outreach events such as 

a guided bike ride and an interactive bus trip 

activity. Program staff provided travel information 

and advice on available local and regional 

transportation options at local events. 

The program provided materials and services 

to residents in the Thurston target area in the 

following ways:

CUSTOMIZED TRAVEL KITS

All Thurston target area residents received a 

mailing offering customized information and 

supportive materials that could be ordered 

online or via postage-paid, mail-in order form. 

Participants could choose information on walking, 

biking, carpooling, and transit services along with 

a choice of one of two travel tools. Outreach staff 

personally delivered each travel kit via bicycle to 

illustrate a viable transportation option in the area 

and reinforce the program’s purpose. 

E-NEWSLETTERS

Interested residents received four newsletters 

with information about transportation options, 

available resources, and an up-to-date calendar 

of program events.

EVENTS

The program hosted guided bicycle rides, transit 

events, and safety education events to address 

barriers to using transportation options. All events 

were open to the public. Staff also appeared at 

other community events to offer information and 

advice on using transportation options.

EMAIL COMMUNICATIONS

The project team sent periodic email updates to 

participants who submitted an email address.

FOLLOW-UP PHONE CALLS

Thurston residents who ordered a travel tools kit 

received a follow-up phone call from a SmartTrips 

staff member to make sure they were satisfied 

with their order and to assist with any event, 

transportation option, or travel tool kit questions.

WEBSITE

The SmartTrips Springfield website (www.

SmartTripsSpringfield.com) included an online 

order form for customized tool kits, event listings, 

electronic versions of materials, links to helpful 

resources, and general program news and 

information.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Staff posted daily Facebook and Twitter updates 

with tips, news, resources, and event updates. 

The SmartTrips’ Springfield Facebook page 

received 74 new “likes” during the Thurston 

program, a 15.5 percent increase.

OTHER COMMUNICATIONS

The program was promoted through existing 

communication networks such as the City of 

Springfield channels. A number of local online 

event calendars assisted in the promotion 

of upcoming SmartTrips events. Additional 

outreach included event flyer distribution at 

local businesses and public buildings. During 

the program’s duration, target area households 

that had not yet ordered a travel kit received a 

reminder postcard with information on how to 

order a customized packet and join the program.
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Program Partners 
The SmartTrips program reflects strong regional partnerships between LTD, Point2point, City of 

Springfield, and ODOT. The program greatly benefited from the involvement of other local agencies, 

organizations, and businesses including:

• Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT)

• Lane Council of Governments (LCOG)

• Alta Planning + Design 

• City of Springfield

• City of Springfield’s Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Committee (BPAC)

• City of Eugene’s Transportation Options 

Program 

• Willamalane Park and Recreation District

• ODOT Safety Division

• Springfield Public Library

• Eugene, Cascades and Coast Adventure 

Center

• Point2point at Lane Transit District’s School 

Program

• Hutch’s Bicycles - Springfield 

• Springfield Safe Routes to School
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Program Funding  
and Expenses 
The SmartTrips Thurston program received 

funding for this individualized marketing 

program through an ODOT STIP-Enhance 

grant and reflects ODOT’s evolution toward a 

solution-oriented transportation system and the 

development of intermodal solutions, rather than 

focusing primarily on highways. ODOT awarded 

the grant to increase safety for pedestrians and 

cyclists as well as increase local awareness 

of transportation options in the region. The 

budget for the SmartTrips Thurston program 

was $135,000. The program benefitted from 

resources and work completed for other ODOT-

supported individualized marketing programs, 

resulting in cost savings for the Thurston 

program. This includes logo, materials, and 

website development; the design and printing of 

materials (such as the neighborhood maps, and 

cycling guides); coordination and event publicity; 

and staff time. 

“Nice that you have info and 

fun stuff geared toward all 

age groups.  This should be 

great for getting my kiddo 

started on biking.” –Amber
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Program SmartTrips Thurston

Dates June 1 - September 11

Target Area Households 3,015

Number of Packets 
Requested

417

Participation Rate 13.8%

SURVEY RESPONSE SUMMARY

Participants selected travel tools and information 

on walking, biking, carpooling, and transit 

services according to their interests. When 

completing the order form, participants could 

choose between two free such as a SmartTrips 

BPA-free, metal water bottle or a SmartTrips 

reusable shopping bag. Specific materials 

delivered to residents included a thank you letter, 

an events calendar, a Springfield by Cycle Guide, 

a Thurston Neighborhood Walking, Biking, and 

Transit Map, and a SmartTrips for SmartKids Youth 

Activity Book. Other materials provided were 

from the City of Springfield, Willamalane Park and 

Recreation District, the Eugene, Cascades and 

Coast Adventure Center, LTD, and ODOT.

Packet Materials  
and Deliveries
A total of 3,015 households in the target area 

received order forms for customized information 

packets by mail, with 417 residents placing orders 

via online, mail, or by phone (see appendix). This 

represents a 13.8 percent participation rate.
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In addition, the following materials were also 

available to order:

WALKING KIT

• Crosswalk Information - including how to 

navigate through the Pioneer Parkway 

roundabout, flashing signals, and the 

pedestrian hybrid beacons

• Digital Pedometer

• Pedestrian Reflector

BIKING KIT 

• Eugene-Springfield Bike Map

• Crosswalk Information – including how 

to navigate through the Pioneer Parkway 

roundabout, flashing signals, and the 

pedestrian hybrid beacons

• Springfield by Cycle Guide

• Oregon Bicycle Manual

• Be Seen at Night – Guide to Riding Your Bike 

at Night

• How to Put Your Bike on the Bus

• Bike Lights

TRANSIT 

• Lane Transit District Rider’s Digest

• One week (5) free LTD day passes

TRAVEL TOOLS 

• Metal water bottle (BPA free)

• Reusable Shopping Bag

ACCESSIBILITY 

• Travel Training Brochure - a service to help 

older adults learn the LTD bus system

• EZ Access Brochure – information about 

products and services for older adults and 

people with disabilities 

• RideSource Brochure – complimentary 

paratransit service for the elderly and people 

with disabilities who are unable to use an  

LTD bus.

CHILDREN

• SmartTrips for SmartKids Youth Activity Book

• Point2point at Lane Transit District  

SchoolPool Flyer

• A Perfectly Fitted Bicycle Helmet Guide

• Information about Safe Routes to School 

regional program

• Reflective Slap Bracelet

OTHER OPTIONS

• Valley Vanpool Brochure

• Drive Less Connect Flyer

• Enterprise Carshare Flyer

• Willamalane Park and Recreation  

District Brochure

• Eugene, Cascades and Coast Adventure 

Center Brochure

MATERIALS AVAILABLE IN SPANISH INCLUDED: 

• Thurston Walking, Biking, and Transit Map

• Pedestrian Crosswalk Information 

• Oregon Bicycle Manual

• Eugene-Springfield Bike Map

• Lane Transit District’s Rider’s Digest

• SmartTrips for SmartKids Youth Activity Book

• A Perfectly Fitted Bicycle Helmet Guide
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 Amount Ordered % of Share

REWARDS   

Water Bottle 303 73%

Reusable Shopping Bag 102 24%

BIKING   

Biking Kits 297 71%

Bike Lights 339 81%

WALKING   

Walking Kit 300 72%

Pedometer 344 82%

Pedestrian Reflector 319 76%

TRANSIT   

Riders Digest 166 40%

Bus Passes 290 70%

ACCESSIBILITY   

RideSource 59 14%

Travel Training 50 12%

EZ Access 73 18%

FOR CHILDREN   

SmartKids Activity Book 139 33%

Reflective Slap Bracelet 200 48%

Perfectly Fitted Helmet Brochure 92 22%

SchoolSolutions Brochure 92 22%

Safe Routes to School Information 93 22%

OTHER OPTIONS   

Drive Less Connect 47 11%

Enterprise CarShare 37 9%

Vanpool Brochure 32 8%

Willamalane Guide 99 24%

Eugene Cascade Coast Adventure Center 137 33%

PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS ORDERING EACH ITEM

“I used the reflectors and lights as the days grew shorter and 

the maps to plan trips.” –Phyllis
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Events
SmartTrips hosted fun, free outreach events 

designed to encourage residents to try walking, 

biking, carpool, or transit including the following: 

WAGGIN’ AND WALKIN’

Participants and their four-legged friends were 

invited to one of the Thurston community parks 

for a walk around the neighborhood. Staff along 

with Jen Biglan and Tera Dschaak-James from 

Training Spot taught basic commands and skills 

before the walk. Each participants received a 

free LED light for their dog’s collar. This event 

was held once a month during the program.

TUNE-UP TUESDAY

Staff provided an opportunity for local residents 

to get their bikes ready for summer riding. A local 

bike mechanic, from Hutch’s Bicycles provided 

free bike safety checks and taught basic bike 

mechanic skills. While participants waited for 

their bike repairs, they were encouraged to 

decorate their helmets, bikes, and fenders with 

fun reflective stickers. This event was held once 

a month during the program at various locations 

in the target area.

COMMUNITY FARM BICYCLE RIDE

Staff hosted an adventurous group bike ride 

through the neighborhood on our way to tour 

Gossler Farms & Nursery. The farm tour was 

guided through the grounds by one of the property 

owners, discussing the historical significance of 

their family farm and suggesting gardening tips 

for visitors home garden. After the tour, SmartTrips 

hosted a picnic lunch in the gardens.

EXPLORE THE NATURAL WORLD

SmartTrips staff hosted a nature walk through 

Ruff Park with the help of a local volunteer group 

called, Friends of Ruff Park. The tour explored 

the vibrant local gardens to discover all of its 

beauty and discussed the park’s warm history. 

Refreshments were provided by SmartTrips staff.
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BUS TO THE BALLGAME

SmartTrips hosted a bus to the Emeralds 

ballgame, the local minor league team in 

Eugene. Transportation, entry to the game, and 

a free meal voucher were all included as the 

Thurston community came together to support 

the baseball team. Participants explored group 

transportation options to central areas in their 

city and learned how much fun they could have 

group travelling on public transit.

HOLE IN ONE! BUS RIDE

The program led a group bus ride to Willamalane’s 

Camp Putt Adventure Golf Center. Participants 

were able to just sit back, relax, and let Lane 

Transit District do the driving to the family-fun golf 

outing. Participants learned how easy it was to get 

to recreation events without a car.

WRAP-UP PARTY

Staff invited SmartTrips Thurston participants 

to join at the Lively Park shelters to help wave 

goodbye to the SmartTrips Thurston program. 

This beach themed BBQ had food, games, and 

rewards. All participants received a voucher for 

free admission to the water park that day. Party-

goers were eligible to enter a raffle for rewards 

like a new bicycle helmet, Fitbit Flex, and more.

SmartTrips staff were present at these additional 

community events:

• Willamalane’s Movies in the Park

• Willamalane’s Concert in the Park

• Storytimes at the Springfield Library

• Willamalane’s Concerts in the Park

• Registration at Thurston High School

• Friends of Ruff Park volunteer days
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Event Name Date Event Leader Participants

Waggin’ and Walkin’ 6/29/2016 SmartTrips 15

Tune-up Tuesday 6/21/2016 SmartTrips 15

Helmet Giveaway tabling 6/27/2016 Springfield Library 90

Concert in Park tabling June 27 Willamalane Parks and Recreation District 100

Community Farm Ride July 10 SmartTrips 5

Waggin’ and Walkin July 14 SmartTrips 20

Tune-up Tuesday July 16 SmartTrips 12

Concert in Park tabling July 17 Willamalane Park and Recreation District 80

Explore the Natural World July 20 SmartTrips 4

Waggin’ and Walkin’ July 22 SmartTrips 0

Bus to the Ballgame July 24 SmartTrips 35

Helmet Giveaway tabling July 25 Springfield Library 50

Tune-up Tuesday July 31 SmartTrips 11

It’s a Hole in One! August 1 SmartTrips 23

THS Registration tabling August 5 Thurston High School 21

SmartTrips Celebration August 11 SmartTrips 100

TOTAL   581

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE

The table below summarizes outreach events during the Thurston SmartTrips program. Note that 

some community events were not organized by SmartTrips staff, but they provided an opportunity 

to connect with Springfield families.
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Lessons Learned 

Despite challenges in reaching Thurston 

residents, the SmartTrips Thurston Program was 

able to achieve success, spurring residents’ to use 

transportation options instead of driving alone. 

This is evidenced by the 7.7 percentage point 

reduction in drive-alone mode share and roughly 

two percentage point increase in carpooling, bus 

trips, and walking trips. To yield these results, 

the SmartTrips Thurston program implemented a 

variety of new methods to increase the program’s 

ability to identify and assist with each resident’s 

unique needs. In this process, the program 

was able to propose, test, and discover new 

strategies for enhancing community outreach and 

interactions. Several innovative strategies that the 

program used include:

FOLLOW-UP PHONE CALLS

Of the 417 follow-up phone calls made to 

residents, the SmartTrips program was able to 

talk with 37.2 percent of those residents. Staff 

emailed or left voicemails with 40.5 percent of 

the other individuals and 22.3 percent did not 

provide or had incorrect contact information. 

This method consisted of a friendly phone call 

to residents to check if residents needed any 

assistance or had any questions or concerns 

that SmartTrips staff could help address. In the 

end-of-the-year survey, 82 percent of survey 

respondents said that the follow-up phone calls 

were useful while 51 percent expressed them as 

either “convenient” or “necessary.”
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SMARTTRIPS YARD SIGNS

Incorporating yard signs into the program helped 

promote the program brand and introduce 

residents to the program. Approximately 48 

people requested yard signs, averaging to an 

an 11.5 percent participation rate (conservative 

estimate). The end-of-year survey revealed that 

13.5 percent of respondents learned about the 

program from these yard signs. Beyond this, 70 

percent of survey respondents indicated that 

they had seen a SmartTrips yard sign in their 

community and 77 percent felt that the yard signs 

were either effective or somewhat effective 

for promoting the program. No respondents 

indicated that they disliked having the yard sign 

in their community.

OUTREACH METHODS 

The SmartTrips Thurston program followed a 

different outreach structure than other programs 

in the past. Rather than focusing on the entire 

Thurston community at one time, the program 

divided Thurston into three geographic focus 

areas and used a tiered outreach method. This 

made outreach more efficient and effective and 

minimized the staff workload. This also gave 

program staff the opportunity to work more 

personally with individuals in each focus area. 

Although SmartTrips Thurston was still marketed 

around the whole community from the beginning 

through social media and community event signs 

and calendars, one drawback of a tiered focus 

area approach was that individuals in the last 

focus area may not have been as informed about 

earlier outreach events. Two potentials solutions 

to this issue are offered below:

• Extend the duration of the SmartTrips 

program: Extend the length of the program 

to host a few additional events after all 

focus areas are effectively reached to allow 

for enhanced outreach and participation 

opportunities. 

• Mail event calendar to all residents at the 

beginning: Create a SmartTrips introductory 

packet to send out to all residents at the 

beginning of the program with some coupons 

to incentivize participation and an Events 

Calendar. This would facilitate excitement 

about the program while informing all people 

about all events that SmartTrips is hosting from 

the beginning of the program. Then we could 

continue to emphasize focus areas while also 

working with residents that seek to get more 

involved based off the introductory packets.
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During the program,  
carpooling mode share 
increased 2.3 percentage 
points.
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Introduction
OVERVIEW

To evaluate the impact of the 2016 SmartTrips 

Thurston program, the project team 

administered pre- and post-program surveys to 

all 3,015 target area households. The following 

evaluation summary reveals respondents’ 

transportation behaviors, habits and attitudes, 

and demographics. 

RESULTS SUMMARY 

The key findings of this program evaluation, 

as reported by pre- and post-program survey 

respondents, are summarized below:

• Drive-alone mode share decreased 7.7 

percentage points. There were corresponding 

increases of 2.3 percent in carpooling mode 

share, 1.7 percent in walking mode share, 

1.6 percent in bus mode share, 1.2 percent 

in bicycling mode share, and 0.9 percent in 

“other” mode share. 

• Based on a continuing decline in drive-alone 

trips, target area residents are estimated to 

drive 809,854 fewer vehicle miles annually, 

resulting in a reduction of 657,750 pounds of 

carbon dioxide emissions annually.

SmartTrips Thurston Program Travel Behavior 
Evaluation Summary

Prepared by Alta Planning + Design

• More than eight out of 10 (84 percent) post-

program survey respondents think that it is a 

good idea for the City of Springfield to help 

residents walk and bicycle more. 

• Of post-program survey respondents who 

drive, nearly one quarter (24 percent) state they 

think they are driving alone less often than six 

months prior (a six percentage point increase 

from the pre-program survey).

• Almost half (45 percent) of post-program 

survey respondents took two or more trips by 

walking or bicycling in the week prior to taking 

the survey, compared to 36 percent in the pre-

program survey. 

• More than nine out of 10 (93 percent) post-

program survey respondents think that walking 

and/or bicycling for transportation is good for 

their physical health. 
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Target Area Survey 
Methodology
The project team administered the pre- and post-

program surveys to target area households via 

direct mail. To increase the survey response rate, 

the project team prepaid all return mail postage, 

provided URLs to online versions of the surveys, 

mailed reminder postcards for both surveys, and 

provided a Spanish version of the surveys. The 

pre-program survey opened on May 5, 2016, 

and closed on May 27, 2016, before the program 

launched. The pre-program survey had a 9.7 

percent response rate. The post-program survey 

opened on September 16, 2016, and closed on 

October 17, 2016, after travel kit deliveries were 

completed. The post-program survey had a 7.9 

percent response rate. Surveys were mailed to 

the attention of “Resident” and were not returned 

if invalid. For this reason, the reported response 

rate is likely lower than the actual rate, which 

would have required removing the undeliverable 

surveys from the total number of surveys mailed. 

Both pre- and post-program surveys included 

a one-day trip diary, which asked respondents 

to report all the trips they made on the previous 

day (where they went and how they got there). 

Using these reported trips, the project team 

calculated the mode share, or the percentage of 

total trips made by a specific mode, for the pre- 

and post-program surveys. To show increases 

or decreases in the use of each particular mode, 

the team calculated the change in mode share 

between the pre- and post-program surveys, 

also known as the mode shift.

The project team then used the mode shift 

results to estimate the reduction in vehicle 

miles traveled among target area households. 

This was calculated by multiplying the average 

number of trips made by each person per day for 

a particular trip purpose; the drive-alone mode 

share for that purpose; and the corresponding 

average trip distance by type as estimated by 

the Lane Council of Governments from the 2009 

Oregon Household Activity Survey (OHAS). To 

determine an average trip distance, the trip type 

categories in the trip diary were matched with 

trip type categories from the OHAS (as shown in 

Table 1). Because the surveys are intended to be 

a sample of the entire target area, not just survey 

respondents, the resulting vehicle miles traveled 

per person is extrapolated out to represent the 

entire population. Average trip distances for 

school, college, and graduate or professional 

students were combined as a weighted average 

based on the proportion of students enrolled in 

preschool through grade 12 and college through 

graduate or professional school, using the 2014 

five-year American Community Survey data for 

the City of Springfield. Trips that did not have a 

stated purpose were excluded from vehicle miles 

traveled analysis, but were included in the mode 

share and mode shift analysis in Figures 1 and 2.

“Outstanding! It is great to hear 

more about options for the 

Thurston area.” –Steve
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Travel 
Survey Trip 
Purpose

Comparable 
OHAS Trip 
Purpose

Average Trip 
Distance Based 
on OHAS (miles)

Average Number  
of Trips Made Per Day  

by Respondents Drive-Alone Mode Share

Work Work 4.5 0.6 0.4 81.5% 72.5%

School School/College
3.1 

(Weighted avg.)
0.1 0.1 35.1% 60.6%

Shopping or 
Errands

Shopping 2.7 1.1 1.0 59.5% 51.5%

Other Other 3.1 0.5 0.7 60.0% 46.1%

Returned 
Home

N/A (weighted 
avg. of other trip 
purpose types)

3.2 1.2 1.1 60.4% 56.7%

ALL TRIPS N/A 3.2 3.6 3.4 62.5% 55.0%

TABLE 1: TRIP PURPOSE SUMMARY TABLE
PRE- 

PROGRAM
POST-

PROGRAM
PRE- 

PROGRAM
POST-

PROGRAM

Transportation  
Behavior Change
AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRIPS

To compare the pre- and post-program sample 

groups, the project team calculated the average 

number of daily trips for both surveys. The 

average trip number of trips was 3.6 in the pre-

program survey and 3.4 in the post-program 

survey. The consistency between the average 

trip numbers in both surveys adds confidence 

to the findings. Furthermore, these trip averages 

are within normal range for similar program 

surveys in the state of Oregon. 

MODE SHARE AND SHIFT RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the share of trips made by each 

mode in the pre- and post-program surveys. 

As the subsequent mode shift chart in Figure 2 

shows, drive-alone mode share decreased 7.7 

percentage points. There were corresponding 

increases of 2.3 percent in carpooling mode 

share, 1.7 percent in walking mode share, 1.6 

percent in bus mode share, 1.2 percent in 

bicycling mode share, and 0.9 percent in “other” 

mode share. 
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3.1%

62.7%

18.9%

12.8%

3.2%
1.2%

55.0%

21.2%

4.8%

14.4%

1.9% 2.1%

DRIVE
ALONE

CARPOOL 
W/ ADULTS

WALKING BUS BICYLING OTHER

PRE -PROGRAM SURVEY (N=1,056 TRIPS)

POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=807 TRIPS)

DRIVE
ALONE

-7.7%

CARPOOL 
W/ ADULTS

2.3%
WALKING

1.7% 1.6%
BICYCLING

1.2% OTHER
0.9%

BUS

*Percentages were rounded to one decimal place, and 
for this reason the values may not match the changes 
shown in the chart above.

FIGURE 1: MODE SHARE 

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)

FIGURE 2: MODE SHIFT* 

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)
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MODE SHARE AND SHIFT BY TRIP TYPE

For a deeper understanding of travel behavior in 

the target area, the project team evaluated drive-

alone mode share and mode shift by trip type. 

Trip type categories in the trip diary included 

driving alone, carpool with adults, walking, bus, 

bicycling, and other. As Figures 3 and 4 show, 

drive-alone mode share decreased for all trip 

types except school trips. The large increase in 

drive-alone mode share for school trips results 

from the small sample size for this trip type. With 

only 13 drive-alone school trips reported in the 

pre-program survey and 20 drive-alone school 

trips reported in the post-program survey (out 

of 37 and 33 total school trips, respectively), the 

small shift in drive-alone trips had a large impact 

on mode shift. 

35.1%

60.4%
59.5%

81.5%

60.0%
60.6%

56.7%
51.5%

72.5%

46.1%

SCHOOL HOME SHOPPING /
ERRANDS

WORK OTHER

PRE-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=1,049)

POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=805)

FIGURE 3: DRIVE-ALONE MODE SHARE BY TRIP TYPE

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)

SCHOOL

25.5%

-3.7%
HOME

SHOPPING/
ERRANDS

-8.0%

WORK

-9.0% OTHER

-13.9%

FIGURE 4: DRIVE-ALONE MODE  
SHIFT BY TRIP TYPE

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)
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Travel Habits and Attitudes
To supplement the transportation behavior 

change analysis, the surveys asked respondents 

about their travel habits and attitudes. The pre- 

and post-program surveys asked respondents 

if they think they are driving alone to places 

more often, less often, or about the same as 

they were six months ago. As Figure 5 shows, of 

post-program survey respondents who drive, 24 

percent reported driving alone less often than 

six months ago (a six percentage point increase 

from the pre-program survey).

 

Estimated Vehicle Miles 
Traveled (Per Person)

Estimated Vehicle Miles 
Traveled (Among All  
4,218 Households)

Estimated 
Vehicle Miles 

Reduced  
in Target Area

Estimated 
Carbon Dioxide 

Emissions 
Reduced  

(in Pounds)*PRE-PROGRAM
POST-

PROGRAM PRE-PROGRAM
POST-

PROGRAM

Daily 7.08 6.34 21,331 19,112 2,219 1,802

Annual 2,582 2,314 7,785,873 6,976,019 809,854 657,750

*Decimals were rounded to the nearest whole number, and for this reason the values may not match the changes shown in the  
table above.

** Carbon dioxide emission reductions are estimated based on vehicle miles traveled reduction calculations, as well as emission 
rates from the 2008 EPA Report 420-F-08-024, “Emission Facts: Average Annual Emissions and Fuel Consumption for Gasoline-
Fueled Passenger Cars and Light Trucks.”

IMPACT ON VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED AND 
CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS

Based on OHAS trip distances, the estimated 

vehicle miles traveled per person per day in 

the target area decreased 0.8 miles in the 

post-program survey. When this reduction is 

extrapolated to all 3,015 target area households, 

the project team estimates that target area 

household members will drive 2,219 fewer 

vehicle miles per day. If this behavior continues, 

target area households are estimated to drive 

809,854 fewer vehicle miles annually, resulting in 

a reduction of 657,750 pounds of carbon dioxide 

emissions annually. This data is represented in 

Table 2.

TABLE 2: REDUCTION IN VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED AND CO
2
 EMISSIONS 
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28% 28%

24%
22%

20%

15%
13%

7% 7%

27%

14%

31%

14%
12% 12%

8%

16%
14%

PRE-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=46 PEOPLE)

POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=49 PEOPLE)

Both surveys then asked respondents who 

reported driving alone less what caused this 

change. The top three reasons reported by 

post-program survey respondents were “change 

in social habits” (31 percent), “change in job” (27 

percent), and “access to better transportation 

information” (16 percent). The top three reasons 

reported by pre-program survey respondents 

were “change in job” (28 percent), “other” (28 

percent), and “change in social habits” (24 

percent). Percentages for all options are seen 

in Figure 6. It is noteworthy that 9 percent more 

post-program survey respondents than pre-

program survey respondents indicated “access 

to better information about transportation 

options” as a reason for driving less, which 

appears to support the efficacy of the program.

FIGURE 6: REASONS FOR DRIVING LESS 

(Responses to the question “If you think you are driving alone less often now, what do you think 
caused the change? Check all that apply” as reported the pre- and post-program surveys)

FIGURE 5: REPORTED DRIVING BEHAVIOR 
COMPARED TO SIX MONTHS AGO (N=231)

(Responses to the question “Do you think you are driving 
alone to places more often, less often, or about the same 
as you were six months ago?” as reported in the post-
program survey)

ABOUT 
THE
SAME
70%

DON’T KNOW
1%

LESS
OFTEN

24%

MORE
OFTEN

5%
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To further evaluate respondents’ travel habits, 

both surveys included a question new to 

the SmartTrips evaluation methodology. This 

question asked respondents if they took two or 

more trips by walking or bicycling in the week 

prior to taking the survey. The intention of this 

question was to gauge whether respondents 

were making more trips by walking and 

bicycling after the program. Survey data, seen 

in Figure 7, shows 9 percent more post-program 

respondents took two or more trips by walking or 

bicycling in the week prior to taking the survey 

than in the pre-program survey respondents. 

When asked what would help respondents walk 

and/or bicycle more, the top three reasons in 

both surveys were “safer conditions for walking 

36%
45%

63%
54%

1% 1%

PRE-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=280)

POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=228)

YES NO NOT SURE/
DON’T KNOW

92.0% 92.9%

5.5% 3.1% 2.5% 4.0%

PRE-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=275)

POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=226)

YES NO NOT SURE/
DON’T KNOW

36%
45%

63%
54%

1% 1%

PRE-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=280)

POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=228)

YES NO NOT SURE/
DON’T KNOW

92.0% 92.9%

5.5% 3.1% 2.5% 4.0%

PRE-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=275)

POST-PROGRAM SURVEY (N=226)

YES NO NOT SURE/
DON’T KNOW

FIGURE 7: REPORTED CHANGE IN WALKING 
AND BICYCLING  

(Responses to the question “Last week, did you take two 
or more trips (for any purpose) by walking or biking?” as 
reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)

FIGURE 8: PERCEPTION OF WALKING/
BICYCLING FOR TRANSPORTATION AS GOOD 
FOR PHYSICAL HEALTH   

(Responses to the question “Do you think walking and/
or bicycling for transportation is good for your physical 
health?” as reported in the pre- and post-program 
surveys)

and bicycling,” “other,” and “more sidewalks and 

bike lanes.” Some respondents who answered 

“other” specified that their physical health did not 

allow them to walk or bicycle or that they were 

too far from destinations like work or amenities. 

Also new to the SmartTrips Springfield evaluation 

methodology was a question intended to gauge 

whether or not respondents think walking and/

or bicycling for transportation is good for their 

physical health. As Figure 8 shows, the majority 

of respondents in both surveys answered “yes.” 

The percentage of respondents answering “yes” 

increased 0.9 percentage points in the post-

program survey.
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FIGURE 9: REPORTED AGREEMENT WITH ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONS   

(Responses to the question “Please rank the following statements (1 is Strongly Agree, 2 is Somewhat 
Agree, 3 is Somewhat Disagree, and 4 is Strongly Disagree)” as reported in the pre- and post-program 
surveys. Note: the project team combined responses to “strongly agree” and “somewhat agree” as well 
as responses to “strongly disagree” and “somewhat disagree.”)

Finally, pre- and post-program respondents 

were asked about their attitudes on a number 

of statements. As Figure 9 shows, respondents 

displayed an overall agreement with the 

statements, demonstrating support for active 

transportation and driving less, reducing 

AGREE
70%NEUTRAL

6%

DISAGREE
24%

I think that it is a good idea for 
the City of Springfield to help 
residents walk and bike more.

PRE-PROGRAM

POST-PROGRAM

AGREE
84%

NEUTRAL
3%

DISAGREE
13%

I would like to drive less.

PRE-PROGRAM

POST-PROGRAM

AGREE
48%

NEUTRAL
12%

DISAGREE
40%

AGREE
52%

NEUTRAL
10%

DISAGREE
38%

environmental impacts, and improving health. 

Of post-program survey respondents, 84 

percent think that it is a good idea for the City 

of Springfield to help residents walk and bicycle 

more (an increase of 14 percentage points from 

the pre-program survey). 
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I would like to reduce my 
environmental impact.

PRE-PROGRAM

POST-PROGRAM

AGREE
70%

NEUTRAL
7%

DISAGREE
23%

AGREE
71%

NEUTRAL
7%

DISAGREE
22%

Improving or maintaining my 
health is important to me.

PRE-PROGRAM

POST-PROGRAM

AGREE
91%

NEUTRAL
2%

DISAGREE
7%

NEUTRAL
2%

DISAGREE
8%

AGREE
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Survey Respondent and 
Target Area Demographics 
The pre- and post-program surveys asked 

respondents a series of demographic questions. 

The purpose in asking these questions was to 

compare the survey respondent groups to each 

other for consistency. Consistency between 

the two groups adds confidence to the findings 

while differences between the two groups may 

imply that different respondents took the two 

surveys. As Figures 10 through 15 show, the 

survey samples are comparable, with a few minor 

exceptions. 

Similar to the demographics of 2015 SmartTrips 

Main Street target area survey respondents, 

the majority of respondents (46 percent and 40 

percent in the pre- and post-program surveys, 

respectively) are ages 45-64. As seen in Figure 

10, the percentage of respondents ages 30-34 

increased 10 percentage points in the post-

program survey. 

Figure 11 compares the reported age of survey 

respondents with 2010 Census block data for 

the target area. Respondents/residents under 

the age of 18 were removed from the sample, 

since they were not the target of the survey and 

therefore are not accurately represented in the 

survey data. Overall, the survey respondents 

are older than the census block as a whole. 

This means that the reported results may be 

undercounting mode shift, as younger people 

are typically more likely to use or try using 

transportation options. However, the survey 

results still show a compelling mode shift in the 

desired direction.

As Figure 11 shows, there is a higher percentage 

of female respondents (64 percent and 67 

percent in the pre- and post-program surveys, 

respectively) than male respondents. This is a 

common trend in similar travel behavior surveys 

in the state of Oregon. 

Over half of respondents (51 percent and 56 

percent in the pre- and post-program surveys, 

respectively) reported having access to a 

working bicycle most days (Figure 14). This is 

higher than in the 2015 SmartTrips Main Street 

program in which 46 percent and 39 percent 

of pre- and post-program survey respondents 

reported having access to a working bicycle 

most days.

“Thank you for this 

wonderful opportunity to 

enjoy the outdoors and 

keep my family safe while 

doing it!” –Nicki
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FIGURE 10: AGE

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)

FIGURE 11: AGE OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS COMPARED TO TARGET AREA

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)

FIGURE 12: GENDER

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)
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FIGURE 13: HOUSEHOLD INCOME

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)

FIGURE 14: PEOPLE IN HOUSEHOLD

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)
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FIGURE 15: ACCESS TO A WORKING BICYCLE

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)

FIGURE 16:CARS/TRUCKS/SUVS/VANS OWNED OR LEASED BY HOUSEHOLD

(As reported in the pre- and post-program surveys)
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